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THE IMPORTANCE
OF HEAT RECOVERY
VENTILATION
• HEAT RECOVERY
VENTILATION SYSTEMS

O’Leary Ventilation
have become one of
Ireland’s leading Heat
Recovery
Ventilation
specialists,
utilizing
Europe’s
leading
ventilation equipment
brand Vent-Axia in the
installation process.
In
addition
to
numerous
private
dwellings,
down
through
the
years
O'Leary Ventilation have
supplied
Ventilation
equipment to guest
houses,
hotels
and
leisure
centres,
restaurants,
shops,
veterinary and medical
centres, offices, banks
and
Governments
buildings to name but a
few.
“People spend up to
80% of their time
indoors
adequate
ventilation must be
provided in a building
for the well being of its

occupants - without
adequate
ventilation,
high levels of humidity
and condensation build
up and create a trap for
indoor pollutants and
contaminants” Aengus
explained.
Today’s
highly
insulated
(almost
airtight) houses come
with many problems
such as condensation,
mildew growth and
health problems. These
are all caused by high
levels of humidity &
stagnant air in your
home.
If you improve the
insulation
of
your
property to a high
degree all will be fine for
the first six to ten
months. What will occur
then will be a buildup of
moisture thus causing
the problems above
which are worldwide.

John O'Sullivan of O'Leary Ventilation and Duct Cleaning Services who
fitted the Heat Recovery Ventilation System for a home in Killarney.
Photo by Michelle Cooper Galvin.

ELIMINATION OF CONDENSATION & MILDEW GROWTH

properly designed
recovery
heat
ventilation system
will eliminate all of these
problems. As air is
extracted from all wet
areas of the house such as
bathrooms, kitchen and
utility this air is passed
through a heat exchanger
and
through
to
atmosphere. This in turn
warms up the heat
exchanger and while a
fresh cooler air is
supplied
from
atmosphere through the
same heat exchanger, it
in turn heats up and is
supplied back in to
bedroom, living room
and dining area. As fresh
air
warms
up
it
automatically drops in
thus
humidity
eliminating completely
all condensation and
mildew
growth.
As
humidity levels drop in
the house you decrease
the breathing ground for
the dust mite thus
improving greatly the air
quality
for
all
householders
“Heat
Recovery
operate
Systems
effectively in summer
and winter; without
opening your windows,

A

you can still be assured of
excellent, clean, fresh air
in your home.
“While people may be
encouraged to insulate,
they should first give us a
call as a Heat Recovery
System may prove more
beneficial in a home with

regards to air quality,
dampness, home-heating
costs and the health of
your family” Aengus
explained.
“Often attic and wall
insulation may effectively
poor
air
encourage
quality by eliminating

conventional
air
movement.
Heat
Systems
Recovery
improves your heating
efficiency and costs,
improves air quality,
protects the value of your
home and protects your
family’s health – it’s an

all-round solution.
For more information
or for a quotation contact
Aengus and his team on
064-7758429 or 0872512272.
More
information
is
also
available at their website
www.allvent.com.

